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We describe a new approach to automatically repairing broken proofs in response to changes in type definitions
in the Coq proof assistant. Our approach combines a configurable proof term transformation with a proof term
to tactic script decompiler. The proof term transformation implements transport across certain equivalences
in a way that is suitable for repair and does not rely on axioms beyond those Coq assumes.
We have implemented this approach in Pumpkin Pi, an extension to the Pumpkin Patch Coq plugin suite
for proof repair. We have used Pumpkin Pi to support a benchmark from a user study, ease development
with dependent types, port functions and proofs between unary and binary natural numbers, and support an
industrial proof engineer to more easily interoperate between Coq and other verification tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Program verification with interactive theorem provers has come a long way since its inception,
especially when it comes to the scale of programs that can be verified. The seL4 [Klein et al. 2009]
verified operating system kernel, for example, is the effort of a team of proof engineers over more
than twenty years and spanning more than a million lines of proof. Given historical critique of
verification [DeMillo et al. 1977] (emphasis ours):
A sufficiently fanatical researcher might be willing to devote two or three years to
verifying a significant piece of software if he could be assured that the software would
remain stable.
we can conclude that, since 1977, either verification has become much easier, or our researchers
have become much more fanatical. Unfortunately, not all has changed (emphasis still ours):
But real-life programs need to be maintained and modified. There is no reason to believe
that verifying a modified program is any easier than verifying the original the first
time around.
Tools that can automatically refactor or repair proofs [Adams 2015; Bourke et al. 2012; Dietrich
et al. 2013; Ringer et al. 2018; Robert 2018; Roe and Smith 2016; Whiteside 2013; Wibergh 2019]
give us reason to believe that verifying a modified program can sometimes be easier than verifying
the original the first time around, even when proof engineers do not follow good development
processes, or when change occurs outside of proof engineers’ control [Ringer et al. 2019a]. Still,
maintaining verified programs can be challenging: it means keeping not just the programs, but
also the specifications and proofs about those programs up-to-date. This remains so difficult that
sometimes, even experts give up in the face of change [Ringer et al. 2020].
We make progress on two open challenges in proof repair, the problem of automatically updating
proofs in response to changes in programs or specifications:
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Inductive list (T : Type) : Type :=
| nil : list T
| cons : T → list T → list T.
Inductive list (T : Type) : Type :=
| cons : T → list T → list T
| nil : list T.
Fig. 1. The updated list (right) is the old list (left) with its two constructors swapped (orange).
(1) While there are many ways proofs need to be repaired, one need is to respond to a changed
type definition. Existing work supports very limited classes of these changes like non-
structural changes [Ringer et al. 2018] or a predefined set of changes [Robert 2018; Wibergh
2019], and these are not informed by the needs of proof engineers [Ringer et al. 2020].
(2) Proof repair tools are not yet integrated with typical proof engineering workflows like
tactics [Ringer et al. 2019a, 2018; Robert 2018].
Our progress towards these challenges leverages three key insights:
(1) Proof repair is a form of proof reuse—reusing proofs about one specification to derive proofs
about another specification—with the additional challenge that one of the specifications may
cease to exist. The key to supporting proof repair is to build a proof reuse tool that can handle
that additional challenge (Section 3).
(2) A configurable proof term transformation can be used to build such a proof repair tool, and
the result can handle many different kinds of changes (Section 4).
(3) The transformed proof terms can then be translated back to tactic scripts (Section 5).
These insights informed our design of Pumpkin Pi, an extension to the Pumpkin Patch proof
repair plugin suite for Coq 8.8. Pumpkin Pi combines a configurable proof term transformation,
search procedures to configure the proof term transformation, and a prototype decompiler from
proof terms back to tactics. The result is a flexible proof repair tool that:
(1) supports changes in types informed by proof engineers and not supported by other tools, and
(2) produces tactic scripts as part of better workflow integration.
Pumpkin Pi can support certain structural changes like porting non-dependent types to certain
dependent types and changing inductive structure—anything described by an equivalence with a
certain form detailed in Section 4.
Our main technical advances are techniques for transforming proof terms directly to repair
broken proofs, while our decompiler up to tactics is important for usability in Coq. We demonstrate
flexibility and usability with four case studies (Section 6), which show that Pumpkin Pi:
(1) can support variants of a benchmark from a user study of Coq proof engineers,
(2) can simplify dependently-typed programming,
(3) can help proof engineers port functions and proofs from unary to binary numbers, and
(4) has helped an industrial proof engineer at Galois integrate Coq with a company workflow
and write proofs about an implementation of the TLS Handshake Protocol.
2 A SIMPLE MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
The Pumpkin Pi extension to the Pumpkin Patch plugin suite is available on Github.1 Consider
a simple example of using this extension: fixing broken list proofs after swapping the two list
constructors (Figure 1). This change is inspired by a similar change from a user study of proof
engineers (see Section 6.1). Even such a simple change can cause trouble in existing proofs, like
this proof from the Coq standard library:2
1https://github.com/uwplse/pumpkin-pi
2We use induction instead of pattern matching.
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3Lemma rev_app_distr {A : Type} : ∀ (x y : list A), rev (x ++ y) = rev y ++ rev x.
Proof.
intros x. induction x as [a l IHl|]; intro y0.
- simpl.
rewrite (IHl y0). simpl. rewrite (app_assoc (rev y0) (rev l) (a::[])). reflexivity.
- induction y0 as [a l IHl|].
+ simpl. rewrite (app_nil_r (rev l) (a::[])). reflexivity.
+ reflexivity.
Qed.
Fig. 2. The automatically (denoted by light blue) repaired proof of rev_app_distr that Pumpkin Pi produces.
Lemma rev_app_distr {A : Type} : ∀ (x y : list A), rev (x ++ y) = rev y ++ rev x.
Proof.
induction x as [| a l IHl].
induction y as [| a l IHl].
simpl. auto.
simpl. rewrite app_nil_r; auto.
intro y. simpl.
rewrite (IHl y). rewrite app_assoc; trivial.
Qed.
This theorem says that appending two lists and reversing the result behaves the same way as
appending the reverse of the second list onto the reverse of the first list. When we change the list
type, our proof no longer works. To repair this proof with Pumpkin Pi, we just run this command:
Repair Old.list New.list in rev_app_distr.
assuming our old and new list types from Figure 1 are in separatemodules Old and New. This produces
an updated proof script that succeeds (Figure 2), where the dependencies (rev, ++, app_assoc, and
app_nil_r) have also been updated automatically. If we’d like, we can manually modify this to
something that more closely matches the style of the original proof script:
Proof.
induction x as [a l IHl|].
intro y. simpl.
rewrite (IHl y). rewrite app_assoc; trivial.
induction y as [a l IHl|].
simpl. rewrite app_nil_r; auto.
simpl. auto.
Qed.
We can even repair the entire list module from the Coq standard library all at once by running the
Repair module command; the results of this are in Swap.v. When we are done, we can get rid of
Old.list entirely.
The key to success here is taking advantage of Coq’s structured proof term language: Coq
compiles every proof script to a proof term in a language called Gallina that is based on the calculus
of inductive constructions—Pumpkin Pi repairs that term. Pumpkin Pi then decompiles the repaired
proof term back to a proof script that the proof engineer can maintain. Here, Pumpkin Pi transforms
the proof term Coq compiles rev_app_distr to, and then decompiles that transformed proof term
to the proof script in Figure 2.
In contrast, updating the poorly structured proof script directly would not be straightforward.
Even for the simple proof script above, grouping tactics by line, there are 6! = 720 permutations
of this proof script. It is not clear which lines to swap since these tactics do not have a semantics
beyond the searches their evaluation performs. Furthermore, just swapping lines is not enough: even
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swap T (l : Old.list T) : New.list T :=
Old.list_rect T
(fun (l : Old.list T) => New.list T)
New.nil
(fun (t : T) _ (IHl : New.list T) =>
New.cons T t IHl)
l.
Lemma section: ∀ T (l : Old.list T),
swap−1 T (swap T l) = l.
Proof.
intros T l. symmetry.
induction l as [ |a l0 H].
- reflexivity.
- simpl. rewrite ← H. reflexivity.
Defined.
swap−1 T (l : New.list T) : Old.list T :=
New.list_rect T
(fun (l : New.list T) => Old.list T)
(fun (t : T) _ (IHl : Old.list T) =>
Old.cons T t IHl)
Old.nil
l.
Lemma retraction: ∀ T (l : New.list T),
swap T (swap−1 T l) = l.
Proof.
intros T l. symmetry.
induction l as [t l0 H| ].
- simpl. rewrite ← H. reflexivity.
- reflexivity.
Defined.
Fig. 3. Two functions between Old.list and New.list (top) that form an equivalence (bottom).
for such a simple change, we must also swap arguments, so induction x as [| a l IHl] becomes
induction x as [a l IHl|]. Handling even swapping constructors this way would require a search
procedure that would not generalize to other changes. Robert [2018] describes the challenges of
repairing tactics directly in detail.
By instead transforming proof terms, Pumpkin Pi is able to try just 1 rather than 720 candidates.
As later sections show, this approach is much more general than just permuting constructors.
3 PROBLEM DEFINITION: PROOF REPAIR ACROSS TYPE EQUIVALENCES
Pumpkin Pi is a tool for proof repair. Proof repair is the problem of updating a broken proof in
response to a change in a program or specification [Ringer et al. 2019a, 2018]—in the case of
Pumpkin Pi, a change in a type definition that corresponds to an equivalence (Section 3.1). We can
view proof repair as a form of proof reuse [Caplan and Harandi 1995; Felty and Howe 1994; Johnsen
and Lüth 2004a; Pons 2000; Ringer et al. 2019b], or reusing proofs about one specification (say,
from another library, or from within the same proof development) to derive proofs about another
specification. The difference is that in standard proof reuse, both of these specifications continue
to exist. In contrast, proof repair is the process of reusing proofs across two versions of a single
specification, only one of which—the new version—must continue to exist. That is, the old version
of the specification may be removed after updating proofs to use the new version.
Insight 1: Proof repair is a form of proof reuse—reusing proofs about one specification
to derive proofs about another specification—with the additional challenge that one of
the specifications may cease to exist (Section 3.2). The key to supporting proof repair
is to build a proof reuse tool that can handle that additional challenge (Section 3.3).
3.1 Scope: Type Equivalences
Pumpkin Pi supports a particular kind of repair: proof repair in response to certain changes in
type definitions. In particular, these changes in type definitions must correspond to type equiva-
lences [Univalent Foundations Program 2013], or pairs of functions that map between two types
and are mutual inverses. Figure 3 shows a type equivalence between the two versions of list
from Section 2, Figure 1 that Pumpkin Pi discovered and proved automatically. When such a type
equivalence between two types exists, we say those types are equivalent (denoted ≃), for example:
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5Inductive I :=
| A : I
| B : I.
Inductive J :=
| makeJ : bool → J.
Fig. 4. The type J (right) is I (left) with A and B factored out to bool (Coq standard library).
Old.list ≃ New.list
Pumpkin Pi further requires that the equivalences it supports can be described by a particular
configuration that we will define in Section 4.1. For now, to give some intuition for what this
configuration can handle, we include two more examples below (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).
3.1.1 Factoring out Constructors. For a slightly more complex example, consider the change from
the type I to the type J in Figure 4. J can be viewed as I with its two constructors A and B pulled
out to a new hypothesis of type bool for a single constructor.
With Pumpkin Pi, the proof engineer can repair functions and proofs about I to instead use
J, as long as she first tells Pumpkin Pi (using the configuration we will explain in Section 4.1)
which constructor of I maps to true and which maps to false. This information about constructor
mappings induces an equivalence:
I ≃ J
along which Pumpkin Pi repairs functions and proofs.
The file constr_refactor.v shows an example of this, mapping A to true and B to false. Pumpkin
Pi automatically repairs functions and proofs over I, like:
and (i1 i2 : I) : I := I_rec _ i2 B i1.
Theorem demorgan_1 : ∀ (i1 i2 : I), neg (and i1 i2) = or (neg i1) (neg i2).
Proof.
intros i1 i2. induction i1; reflexivity.
Defined.
to corresponding functions and proofs over J, like:
and (j1 j2 : J) : J := J_rect _ (fun (b : bool) => bool_rect _j2 (makeJ false) b) j1.
Theorem demorgan_1 : ∀ (j1 j2 : J), neg (and j1 j2) = or (neg j1) (neg j2).
Proof.
intros j1 j2. induction j1 as [b]. induction b as [ | ]; reflexivity.
Defined.
These repaired functions and proofs refer to J in place of I. Otherwise, they behave the same way
as the functions and proofs over I up to the equivalence between I and J—Section 3.2 explains this
intuition more formally.
3.1.2 Adding a Dependent Index. Despite the fact that Pumpkin Pi requires changes to correspond
to type equivalences, Pumpkin Pi can in fact handle some changes in which the proof engineer adds
or removes information. This is true when it is possible to express those changes as equivalences
between refinements (Σ types). It is up to the proof engineer to supply the additional information
needed to construct proofs about the refinement (the corresponding projection of the Σ type).
Practically, the key to handling changes that add or remove information usefully is to separate
the new information from redundant old information, and include only the new information in the
correpsonding projection of the Σ type. Consider, for example, changing a list to a length-indexed
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Inductive list (T : Type) : Type :=
| nil : list T
| cons :
T → list T → list T.
Inductive vector (T : Type) : nat -> Type :=
| nil : vector T O
| cons :
T → ∀ (n : nat), vector T n → vector T (S n).
Fig. 5. A vector (right) is a list (left) indexed by its length.
vector (Figure 5). An early version of Pumpkin Pi called Devoid [Ringer et al. 2019b] could repair
proofs about lists to proofs about vectors of some length, since:
list T ≃ Σ(n : nat).vector T n.
This is enough to automatically repair a lemma about lists:
∀ {A B} (l1 : list A) (l2 : list B),
zip_with pair l1 l2 = zip l1 l2.
to a lemma about vectors of some length:
∀ {A B} (l1 : Σ(n : nat).vector A n) (l2 : Σ(n : nat).vector B n),
zip_with pair l1 l2 = zip l1 l2.
recursively updating dependencies zip and zip_with. It is not enough, however, to help the proof
engineer get from that to a proof about vectors of a particular length:
∀ {A B} n (l1 : vector A n) (l2 : vector B n),
zip_with pair n l1 l2 = zip n l1 l2.
Devoid leaves this step to the proof engineer. Pumpkin Pi, in contrast, can handle this step as
well (Example.v). The key is to repair functions and proofs across this equivalence:
Σ(l : list T).length l = n ≃ vector T n.
From the proof engineer’s perspective, when the proof engineer changes specifications to refer
to vector instead of list, to fix her functions and proofs, she must additionally prove invariants
about the lengths of her lists. Pumpkin Pi makes it easy to separate out that proof obligation, then
automates the rest. Section 6 shows this and other case studies using Pumpkin Pi to repair real
proofs informed by the needs of proof engineers.
3.2 Proof Repair Across Type Equivalences is Transport with a Twist
Proof repair across type equivalences corresponds to a particular kind of proof reuse called transport,
with the twist that the specification about which we are reusing proofs may cease to exist. A
transport method takes an input term 𝑡 and produces an output term 𝑡 ′ that is equal up to transport
along an equivalence 𝐴 ≃ 𝐵 (denoted 𝑡 ≡𝐴≃𝐵 𝑡 ′). Informally, equality up to transport means that if
𝑡 is a function, then 𝑡 ′ behaves the same way modulo the equivalence; if 𝑡 is a proof, then 𝑡 ′ proves
the same theorem the same way modulo the equivalence. For example, in Section 2, the original
append function ++ over Old.list and the updated append function ++ over New.list that Pumpkin
Pi produces are equal up to transport along the equivalence from Figure 3, since:
∀ T (l1 l2 : Old.list T), swap T (l1 ++ l2) = (swap T l1) ++ (swap T l2).
by induction and rewriting, and similarly in the opposite direction. The original rev_app_distr is
equal to the transformed proof along the same equivalence, since it proves the same thing the same
way as the transformed proof up to the same equivalence, and up to the changes in ++ and rev.
The formal details of equality up to transport in a univalent type theory can be found in Univalent
Foundations Program [2013], and an approximation in Coq without univalence can be found in
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7Fig. 6. The two possible workflows for Pumpkin Pi, using either automatic (left) or manual (right) configuration.
Tabareau et al. [2018]. Note that for any equivalent 𝐴 and 𝐵, there can be many equivalences 𝐴 ≃ 𝐵.
Equality up to transport is along a particular equivalence, though we erase this in the notation.
Transport methods typically work by explicitly applying the functions that make up the equiva-
lence to convert inputs and outputs back and forth between equivalent types. This approach would
not work for repair, since it does not make it possible to remove the old specification. The goal of a
proof repair tool like Pumpkin Pi is to define a transport method that can remove references to the
old specification, since the old specification may no longer exist.
Section 2 showed a simple case of this: Pumpkin Pi reused the proof of rev_app_distr defined over
Old.list to generate a new proof of rev_app_distr defined over equivalent New.list. Furthermore,
it did so in a way that removed all references to Old.list, both in the proof and in its dependencies.
That way, after calling Repair, Old.list could be removed.
3.3 Pumpkin Pi: A Tool for Proof Repair Across Type Equivalences
Pumpkin Pi implements this transport with a twist using a proof term transformation. The proof
term transformation implements transport across equivalences, but in a way that replaces references
to the old specification (in Section 2, the theorem that refers to Old.list) with references to the new
specification (in Section 2, the theorem that refers to New.list). This proof term transformation
is configurable to a particular equivalence: it takes a configuration (see Section 4.1) that tells
Pumpkin Pi how to transform certain constructors, eliminators, and equalities that correspond to
the equivalence. The configuration can be supplied manually, or discovered automatically by a
search procedure.
Figure 6 shows how this comes together when the proof engineer invokes Pumpkin Pi:
(1) Pumpkin Pi configures itself, either:
(a) automatically (left), using Configure to discover the configuration, or
(b) manually (right), by taking the configuration as an argument.
(2) The configured Transform transforms the old proof term into the new proof term.
(3) Decompile produces a new proof script from the new proof term.
The example in Section 2 uses automatic configuration. When we run the Repair command,
Configure invokes a search procedure that automatically proves the equivalence in Figure 3, then
configures Transform using that equivalence. Transform then ports the proof term that inducted
over Old.list to induct over New.list, and finallyDecompile produces the tactic script in Figure 2.
There are currently four search procedures for automatic configuration implemented in Pumpkin
Pi, all informed by the needs of real proof engineers:
(1) porting between tuples and records,
(2) renaming and permuting constructors of inductive types,
(3) porting along algebraic ornaments to types at some index (from Devoid), and
(4) unpacking types at some index to a particular index.
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⟨i⟩ ∈ N, ⟨v⟩ ∈ Vars, ⟨s⟩ ∈ { Prop, Set, Type⟨i⟩ }
⟨t⟩ ::= ⟨v⟩ | ⟨s⟩ | Π (⟨v⟩ : ⟨t⟩) . ⟨t⟩ | 𝜆 (⟨v⟩ : ⟨t⟩) . ⟨t⟩ | ⟨t⟩ ⟨t⟩ |
Ind (⟨v⟩ : ⟨t⟩){⟨t⟩,. . . ,⟨t⟩} | Constr (⟨i⟩, ⟨t⟩) | Elim(⟨t⟩, ⟨t⟩){⟨t⟩,. . . ,⟨t⟩}
Fig. 7. Syntax for CIC𝜔 from Timany and Jacobs [2015] with (from left to right) variables, sorts, dependent
types, functions, application, inductive types, inductive constructors, and primitive eliminators.
All four search procedures generate equivalence proofs as in Figure 3 automatically (search.ml and
equivalence.ml), then configure (liftconfig.ml) the transformation to those equivalences. Manual
configuration makes it possible for the proof engineer to directly configure the transformation
to a particular equivalence when a search procedure for that equivalence is not yet implemented.
Section 6 shows examples of both workflows applied to real proof reuse and repair scenarios.
4 A CONFIGURABLE PROOF TERM TRANSFORMATION
At the heart of Pumpkin Pi is a configurable proof term transformation for transporting proofs across
equivalences (lift.ml). This proof term transformation is a generalization of the transformation
from Devoid [Ringer et al. 2019b], which solved this problem for a particular class of equivalences.
Pumpkin Pi moves the reasoning specific to that class of equivalences into the configuration.
Insight 2: A configurable proof term transformation can be used to build such a proof
repair tool, and the result can handle many different kinds of changes.
This section starts by introducing the configuration (Section 4.1), then introduces the proof term
transformation that builds on that (Section 4.2). It then gives intuition for what it means for a
configuration to be correct (Section 4.3), and finally describes the additional work needed to go
from this transformation to the implementation (Section 4.4).
Conventions. All terms that we introduce in this section are in CIC𝜔 (the core calculus of Coq)
with primitive eliminators, the syntax for which is in Figure 7. The typing rules are standard.
We assume the existence of an inductive type Σ with constructor ∃ and projections 𝜋𝑙 and 𝜋𝑟 .
Throughout, we use ®𝑡 and {𝑡1, . . . , 𝑡𝑛} to denote lists of terms.
4.1 The Configuration
The configuration is the key to building a proof term transformation that can support many different
classes of changes. At a high level, the configuration helps the transformation achieve two goals:
(1) preserve equality up to transport along the equivalence between 𝐴 and 𝐵, and
(2) produce well-typed terms.
This configuration is a pair of pairs:
((DepConstr, DepElim), (Eta, Iota))
each of which corresponds to one of the two goals, namely:
(1) DepConstr and DepElim define how to transform constructors and eliminators, thereby pre-
serving the equivalence (Section 4.1.1), and
(2) Eta and Iota define how to transform 𝜂-expansion and 𝜄-reduction of constructors and
eliminators, thereby producing well-typed terms (Section 4.1.2).
Each of these is defined in CIC𝜔 for any given equivalence. The four parts of this configuration
must relate to one another in a particular way in order for the proof term transformation to work
correctly (Section 4.3).
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9DepConstr(0, list T) : list T :=
Constr(0, list T).
DepConstr(1, list T) t l : list T :=
Constr (1, list T) t l.
DepElim(l, P) { pnil, pcons } : P l :=
Elim(l, P) { pnil, pcons }.
DepConstr(0, list T) : list T :=
Constr(1, list T).
DepConstr(1, list T) t l : list T :=
Constr(0, list T) t l.
DepElim(l, P) { pnil, pcons } : P l :=
Elim(l, P) { pcons, pnil }.
Fig. 8. The dependent constructors and eliminators for old (left) and new (right) list.
4.1.1 Preserving the Equivalence. To preserve the equivalence, the configuration ports terms over𝐴
to terms over 𝐵 by viewing each term of type 𝐵 as if it is an𝐴. This way, the rest of the transformation
can replace values of 𝐴 with values of 𝐵 and inductive proofs about 𝐴 with inductive proofs about
𝐵, then recursively transform subterms without changing the order or number of arguments.
The two configuration parts responsible for preserving this are DepConstr and DepElim (dependent
constructors and eliminators). These describe how to construct and eliminate 𝐴 and 𝐵, wrapping
the types with a common inductive structure. There must be the same number of dependent
constructors and cases in dependent eliminators for 𝐴 and 𝐵, even if 𝐴 and 𝐵 are types with
different numbers of constructors.
For the list change from Section 2, the configuration that Pumpkin Pi discovers uses the
dependent constructors and eliminators in Figure 8. The dependent constructors for Old.list are
the normal constructors with the order unchanged, while the dependent constructors for New.list
swap constructors back to the original order. Similarly, the dependent eliminator for Old.list is
the normal eliminator for Old.list, while the dependent eliminator for New.list swaps cases.
These constructors and eliminators can be dependent. One example of this arises from implement-
ing the change from list T to Σ(n : nat).vector T n. The configuration Pumpkin Pi discovers
for this configures the dependent constructors to pack the index into an existential, for example:
DepConstr(0, Σ(n : nat).vector T n) : Σ(n : nat).vector T n :=
∃ (Constr(0, nat)) (Constr(0, vector T)).
and the eliminator it discovers eliminates over the projections:
DepElim(s, P) { f0 f1 } : P (∃ (𝜋𝑙 s) (𝜋𝑟 s)) :=
Elim(𝜋𝑟 s, 𝜆 (n : nat) (v : vector T n) . P (∃ n v)) {
f0,
(𝜆 (t : T) (n : nat) (v : vector T n) . f1 t (∃ n v))
}.
In both of these examples, the only interesting work moves into the configuration: the config-
uration for the first example swaps constructors and cases, and the configuration for the second
example implements the constructor and eliminator rules from the Devoid transformation. That
way, the rest of the Pumpkin Pi transformation does not need to add, drop, or reorder arguments.
Furthermore, both examples use automatic configuration, which means that the Configure compo-
nent of Pumpkin Pi is able to discover DepConstr and DepElim from just the types 𝐴 and 𝐵, taking
care of even the difficult work.
4.1.2 Producing Well-Typed Terms. The other configuration parts Eta and Iota deal with producing
well-typed terms, in particular by transporting equalities. A naive proof term transformation in a
non-univalent language, as noted in Tabareau et al. [2019], may fail to generate well-typed terms
if it does not consider the problem of transporting equalities. Otherwise, if the transformation
transforms a term t : T to some t' : T', it does not necessarily hold that it transforms T to T'.
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Inductive nat :=
| O : nat
| S : nat → nat.
Inductive positive :=
| xI : positive → positive
| xO : positive → positive
| xH : positive.
Inductive N :=
| N0 : N
| Npos : positive → N.
Fig. 9. Unary (left) and binary (right) natural numbers.
Eta and Iota describe how to transport equalities. More formally, they define 𝜂-expansion and
𝜄-reduction of𝐴 and 𝐵, which may be propositional rather than definitional, and so must be explicit
in the transformation. 𝜂-expansion describes how to expand a term to apply a constructor to an
eliminator in a way that preserves propositional equality, and is important for defining dependent
eliminators [nLab authors 2020b]. 𝜄-reduction (𝛽-reduction for inductive types) describes how to
reduce an elimination of a constructor [nLab authors 2020a].
The configuration for the change from list to Σ(n : nat).vector T n has propositional Eta. To
describe Eta, it is enough to use the standard definition of 𝜂-expansion for Σ:
Eta (Σ(n : nat).vector T n) := 𝜆 (s : Σ(n : nat).vector T n).∃ (𝜋𝑙 s) (𝜋𝑟 s).
which is propositional and not definitional in Coq. Thanks to this, we can forego the assumption
that our language has primitive projections (definitional 𝜂 for Σ).
Each Iota—one per constructor—describes and proves the 𝜄-reduction behavior of DepElim on the
corresponding case. This is needed, for example, to port proofs about unary numbers nat to proofs
about binary numbers N (Figure 9). While we can in fact define DepConstr and DepElim to induce an
equivalence between them (see Section 6.3), we run into trouble reasoning about applications of
DepElim, since proofs about nat that hold by reflexivity do not necessarily hold by reflexivity over
N. For example, in Coq, while S (n + m) = S n + m holds by reflexivity over nat, when we define +
with DepElim over N, the corresponding theorem over N does not hold by reflexivity.
To transform proofs about nat to proofs about N, we must transform definitional 𝜄-reduction
over nat to explicit propositional 𝜄-reduction over N. For our choice of configuration in Section 6.3,
𝜄-reduction is definitional over nat, since a proof of:
∀ P p0 pS n, DepElim(DepConstr(1, nat) n, P) { p0 pS } = pS n (DepElim(n, P) { p0 pS }).
goes through by reflexivity. However, the corresponding 𝜄 rule for N is propositional, since:
∀ P p0 pS n, DepElim(DepConstr(1, N) n, P) { p0 pS } = pS n (DepElim(n, P) { p0 pS }).
no longer holds by reflexivity. The Iota rules are exactly rewrites along proofs of the theorems
above for the successor case. The transformation replaces rewrites by reflexivity over nat to rewrites
by propositional equalities over N. That way, DepElim behaves the same over nat and N.
Taken together over both 𝐴 and 𝐵, Iota describes how the inductive structures of 𝐴 and 𝐵 differ
from each other. The transformation requires that DepElim over 𝐴 and over 𝐵 always have the same
inductive structure as each other, so if 𝐴 and 𝐵 themselves have the same inductive structure (if
they are ornaments [McBride 2011]), then if 𝜄-reduction is definitional over DepElim on 𝐴, it will be
possible to choose DepElim with definitional 𝜄 on 𝐵. Otherwise, if 𝐴 and 𝐵 have different inductive
structures, as with nat and N, then definitional 𝜄 over one would become propositional 𝜄 over the
other. For the case of nat and N, the need for propositional 𝜄 was noted as far back as Magaud and
Bertot [2000]. Iota in the configuration encodes this more generally.
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Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇑ 𝑡 ′
Dep-Elim
Γ ⊢ 𝑎 ⇑ 𝑏 Γ ⊢ 𝑝𝑎 ⇑ 𝑝𝑏 Γ ⊢ ®𝑓𝑎 ⇑ ®𝑓𝑏
Γ ⊢ DepElim(𝑎, 𝑝𝑎) ®𝑓𝑎 ⇑ DepElim(𝑏, 𝑝𝑏 ) ®𝑓𝑏
Dep-Constr
Γ ⊢ ®𝑡𝑎 ⇑ ®𝑡𝑏
Γ ⊢ DepConstr( 𝑗, 𝐴) ®𝑡𝑎 ⇑ DepConstr( 𝑗, 𝐵) ®𝑡𝑏
Eta
Γ ⊢ Eta(𝐴) ⇑ Eta(𝐵)
Iota
Γ ⊢ 𝑞𝐴 ⇑ 𝑞𝐵 Γ ⊢ ®𝑡𝐴 ⇑ ®𝑡𝐵
Γ ⊢ Iota( 𝑗, 𝐴, 𝑞𝐴) ®𝑡𝐴 ⇑ Iota( 𝑗, 𝐵, 𝑞𝐵) ®𝑡𝐵)
Eqivalence
Γ ⊢ 𝐴 ⇑ 𝐵
Constr
Γ ⊢ 𝑇 ⇑ 𝑇 ′ Γ ⊢ ®𝑡 ⇑ ®𝑡 ′
Γ ⊢ Constr( 𝑗, 𝑇 ) ®𝑡 ⇑ Constr( 𝑗, 𝑇 ′) ®𝑡 ′
Ind
Γ ⊢ 𝑇 ⇑ 𝑇 ′ Γ ⊢ ®𝐶 ⇑ ®𝐶 ′
Γ ⊢ Ind(Ty : 𝑇 ) ®𝐶 ⇑ Ind(Ty : 𝑇 ′) ®𝐶 ′
App
Γ ⊢ 𝑓 ⇑ 𝑓 ′ Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇑ 𝑡 ′
Γ ⊢ 𝑓 𝑡 ⇑ 𝑓 ′𝑡 ′
Elim
Γ ⊢ 𝑐 ⇑ 𝑐 ′ Γ ⊢ 𝑄 ⇑ 𝑄 ′ Γ ⊢ ®𝑓 ⇑ ®𝑓 ′
Γ ⊢ Elim(𝑐,𝑄) ®𝑓 ⇑ Elim(𝑐 ′, 𝑄 ′) ®𝑓 ′
Lam
Γ ⊢ 𝑇 ⇑ 𝑇 ′
Γ, 𝑡 : 𝑇 ⊢ 𝑏 ⇑ 𝑏 ′
Γ ⊢ 𝜆(𝑡 : 𝑇 ).𝑏 ⇑ 𝜆(𝑡 : 𝑇 ′).𝑏 ′
Prod
Γ ⊢ 𝑇 ⇑ 𝑇 ′
Γ, 𝑡 : 𝑇 ⊢ 𝑏 ⇑ 𝑏 ′
Γ ⊢ Π(𝑡 : 𝑇 ) .𝑏 ⇑ Π(𝑡 : 𝑇 ′) .𝑏 ′
Fig. 10. Proof term transformation for transporting terms across an equivalence 𝐴 ≃ 𝐵 described by configu-
ration ((DepConstr, DepElim), (Eta, Iota)).
4.2 The Proof Term Transformation
Figure 10 shows the proof term transformation Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇑ 𝑡 ′ that forms the core of Pumpkin Pi. The
transformation is parameterized over two equivalent types 𝐴 and 𝐵 (Eqivalence) as well as the
configuration terms, which appear in the transformation explicitly. It assumes fully 𝜂-expanded
functions.
The proof term transformation is (perhaps deceptively) simple because it moves the bulk of
the work into the configuration, and because it represents the configuration explicitly. Of course,
real proof terms that correspond to proofs that typical proof engineers write in Coq do not apply
these configuration terms explicitly. Pumpkin Pi does some additional work to get real proof
terms into this format before running the transformation (Section 4.2.1). It then runs the proof
term transformation, which transports proofs across the equivalence that corresponds to the
configuration (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 From Transformation to Search Procedure: Unification Heuristics. The transformation does
not fully describe the search procedure for transforming terms that Pumpkin Pi implements. Before
running the transformation, Pumpkin Pi unifies the input proof term with applications of the terms
in the configuration for 𝐴. The transformation then transforms the applications of the terms in
the configuration of 𝐴 to applications of the terms in the configuration for 𝐵. Reducing the result
produces the output term defined over 𝐵.
Figure 11 shows this with the list append function ++ from Section 2. To update the append
function (top left), Pumpkin Pi unifies subterms of the input term with implicit applications of
DepConstr and DepElim and substitutes in the configuration terms (bottom left). After expansion,
the transformation then recursively substitutes in New.list for Old.list, which moves DepConstr
and DepElim to construct and eliminate over the updated type (bottom right). Finally, this reduces
to a term with swapped constructors and cases (top right).
In this case, unification is straightforward, since DepConstr and DepElim correspond to Constr
and Elim directly. This can be more challenging when configuration terms are dependent or have
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(* 1: original term *)
𝜆 (T : Type) (l m : list T) .
Elim
(l, 𝜆(l: Old.list T).list T → list T))
{
(𝜆 m . m),
(𝜆 t _ IHl m.
Constr(1, Old.list T) t (IHl m))
} m.
(* 2: after unifying with configuration *)
𝜆 (T : Type) (l m : list T) .
DepElim
(l, 𝜆(l: Old.list T).list T → list T))
{
(𝜆 m . m)
(𝜆 t _ IHl m.
DepConstr(1, Old.list T) t (IHl m))
} m.
(* 4: reduced to final term *)
𝜆 (T : Type) (l m : list T) .
Elim
(l, 𝜆(l: New.list T).list T → list T))
{
(𝜆 t _ IHl m.
Constr(0, New.list T) t (IHl m)),
(𝜆 m . m)
} m.
(* 3: ported to New.list *)
𝜆 (T : Type) (l m : list T) .
DepElim
(l, 𝜆(l: New.list T).list T → list T))
{
(𝜆 m . m)
(𝜆 t _ IHl m.
DepConstr(1, New.list T) t (IHl m))
} m.
Fig. 11. Swapping cases of the append function, with names fully qualified only when needed for clarity,
counterclockwise: 1) the input, 2) the term unified with the configuration, 3) the term ported to the updated
type, and 4) the term reduced to the final output.
uninstantiated parameters. This is especially pronounced with definitional Eta and Iota, which
typically show up contracted in real code. This problem is exactly why Tabareau et al. [2019]
speculated that converting definitional to propositional equalities like we do with Iota may, in
general, be intractable.
To handle this, Pumpkin Pi relies on unification heuristics that tell Pumpkin Pi how to unify
subtermswith applications of configuration terms, and how to instantiate parameters and dependent
indices in those configuration subterms. The transformation in turn assumes that all parameters
and indices are fixed.
Pumpkin Pi implements custom unification heuristics for each search procedure (liftconfig.ml)
as functions in OCaml that interact with type checking and equality in Coq. These unification
heuristics are incomplete. Pumpkin Pi falls back to Coq’s unification for manual configuration and
when these custom heuristics fail. When even Coq’s unification is not enough, Pumpkin Pi relies
on proof engineers to provide hints in the form of explicit annotations.
4.2.2 Specifying Correct Transformation. The goal of the proof term transformation is to preserve
equality up to transport along the equivalence 𝐴 ≃ 𝐵, while no longer referring to the old specifi-
cation. That is, we need that Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇑ 𝑡 ′ → 𝑡 ≡𝐴≃𝐵 𝑡 ′, and that 𝑡 ′ refers to 𝐵 in place of 𝐴. The key
steps in this transformation that make this possible are porting functions and proofs along the
configuration corresponding to a particular equivalence (Dep-Constr, Dep-Elim, Eta, and Iota).
The rest is straightforward.
Note that this goal for correctness is metatheoretical: stating and proving that two terms are
equal up to transport is in general not possible in a language like Coq without additional axioms,
though it is in some cases realizable with an external tool like the univalent parametricity frame-
work [Tabareau et al. 2018]. Pumpkin Pi does not yet generate these proofs as we were focused
on building a usable tool with axiomatic freedom and few dependencies. Coq ensures that all
terms that plugins produce are well-typed; for now, the proof engineer must vet the transformed
specifications herself to ensure that they specify the expected behavior.
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(* --- Equivalence --- *)
f : A → B := DepElim(a, 𝜆(a : A).B){ 𝜆 ... DepConstr(0, B) ..., ... }
g : B → A := DepElim(b, 𝜆(b : B).A){ 𝜆 ... DepConstr(0, A) ..., ... }
section : ∀ (a : A), g (f a) = a.
retraction : ∀ (b : B), f (g b) = b.
dep_constr_ok : ∀ j, DepConstr(j, A) ≡𝐴≃𝐵 DepConstr(j, B).
dep_elim_ok : ∀ (a : A) (b : B) (P : A → Type) (Q : B → Type)},
a ≡𝐴≃𝐵 b → P ≡𝐴≃𝐵 Q → DepElim(a, P) ≡𝐴≃𝐵 DepElim(b, Q).
(* --- Equality --- *)
eta_ok (A) : ∀ (a : A) (P : A → Type) ®𝑓 , DepElim(a, P) ®𝑓 : P (Eta(A) a).
eta_ok (B) : ∀ (b : B) (P : B → Type) ®𝑓 , DepElim(b, P) ®𝑓 : P (Eta(B) b).
iota_ok (j, A) :
∀ (P : A → Type) ®𝑓 ®𝑥 (Q : P (DepConstr(j, A) ®𝑥) → Type),
Q (DepElim(DepConstr(j, A) ®𝑥, P) ®𝑓 ) →
Q ( ®𝑓 [j] ... (DepElim(IH0, P) ®𝑓 ) ... (DepElim(IH𝑛, P) ®𝑓 ) ...)
:= Iota(A, j, Q).
iota_ok (j, B) :
∀ (P : B → Type) ®𝑓 ®𝑥 (Q : P (DepConstr(j, B) ®𝑥) → Type),
Q (DepElim(DepConstr(j, B) ®𝑥, P) ®𝑓 ) →
Q ( ®𝑓 [j] ... (DepElim(IH0, P) ®𝑓 ) ... (DepElim(IH𝑛, P) ®𝑓 ) ...)
:= Iota(B, j, Q).
Fig. 12. Correctness criteria for a configuration (DepConstr, DepElim), (Eta, Iota) to ensure that the
transformation preserves equivalence (top) coherently with equality (bottom). Throughout, ®𝑓 , ®𝑥 , and ®IH
represent eliminator cases, constructor arguments, and inductive hypotheses, respectively.
4.3 Specifying Correct Configurations
Both when designing a search procedure for an automatic configuration and when configuring
Pumpkin Pi manually, choosing a correct and useful configuration is important, and it is not always
straightforward. This section specifies what it means for these to be correct and gives some intuition
as to why. Section 6 shows some useful example configurations.
The configuration instantiates the proof term transformation to a particular equivalence between
𝐴 and 𝐵. Choosing an equivalence is a bit of an art: there can be infinitely many equivalences
that correspond to a given change in specification, only some of which are useful (for example,
refine_unit.v proves that any 𝐴 is equivalent to unit refined by 𝐴). Beyond that, even once we
have chosen an equivalence, we could define many possible configurations that correspond to the
equivalence, some of which will produce functions and proofs that are more useful or efficient than
others (consider DepElim converting through several intermediate types).
Thankfully, once the art is done, we can specify what it means for it to be correct art. Figure 12
specifies the correctness criteria for any given configuration (assuming a univalent metatheory in
which equality up to transport is defined). These correctness criteria relate DepConstr, DepElim, Eta,
and Iota in a way that preserves equivalence (Section 4.1.1) coherently with equality (Section 4.1.2).
Equivalence. To preserve equivalence (Figure 12, top), DepConstr and DepElim must together
induce an equivalence between𝐴 and𝐵. That is, section and retractionmust hold for two functions
f and g, where f uses DepElim to eliminate 𝐴 and DepConstr to construct 𝐵, and g uses DepElim to
eliminate 𝐵 and DepConstr to construct𝐴. DepConstr over 𝐵 must be equal to DepConstr over𝐴 up to
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transport along the induced equivalence (dep_constr_ok), and similarly for DepElim (dep_elim_ok).
This had previously been proven on the change from list T to Σ(n : nat).vector T n) in the
univalent parametricity framework3—we build on that intuition.
Equality. To ensure coherence with equality (Figure 12, bottom), Eta and Iota must correctly
prove the 𝜂 and 𝜄 rules. That is, Eta must have the same definitional behavior as the dependent
eliminator (eta_ok). Each Iota must prove and rewrite along the simplification (formally, refold-
ing [Boutillier 2014]) behavior that corresponds to a case of the dependent eliminator (iota_ok).
Intuition for Correctness. The correctness criteria for equivalence make it possible for the transfor-
mation to avoid applying f and g explicitly—instead porting terms from 𝐴 directly to 𝐵. Intuitively,
dep_constr_ok and dep_elim_ok guarantee that the transformation correctly transports dependent
constructors and dependent eliminators, as doing so will preserve equality up to transport for those
subterms. Furthermore, since CIC𝜔 is constructive, the only way to construct an 𝐴 (respectively
𝐵) is to use its constructors, and the only way to eliminate an 𝐴 (respectively 𝐵) is to apply its
eliminator. Finally, since these form an equivalence, all ways of constructing or eliminating 𝐴 and
𝐵 are covered by these dependent constructors and eliminators. So, as long as we are able to unify
subterms with applications of DepConstr and DepElim, Dep-Constr and Dep-Elim should preserve
correctness of the transformation and cover all values and eliminations of 𝐴 and 𝐵.
The correctness criteria for equality then make it possible for the transformation to avoid
applying section and retraction explicitly. Intuitively, this is because the configuration terms
together induce proofs of section and retraction. A sketch of the proof of section is as follows
(retraction is similar): Induct using DepElim over 𝐴. For each case 𝑖 , the proof obligation is to show
that g b is equal to g at DepConstr(b, i) applied to the non-inductive arguments (by definition of
f). Define this as a motive Q. Refold to rewrite along each inductive hypothesis (iota_ok) using
Iota(A, i, Q) applied to each DepConstr over 𝐵 (the cases of the definition of f), with reflexivity
as the base case.
Generating Proofs of Correctness. The intuition above is what Configure uses to implement
search procedures that generate functions f and g for the classes of equivalences that correspond
to automatic configuration (search.ml), and also generate proofs section and retraction that these
functions form an equivalence (equivalence.ml). To minimize dependencies, Pumpkin Pi does not
produce proofs of dep_constr_ok and dep_elim_ok directly, as doing so would require either a special
framework [Tabareau et al. 2018] or a univalent type theory [Univalent Foundations Program 2013].
Thankfully, the proof engineer does not need to prove these in order to use Pumpkin Pi. Rather,
the correctness criteria simply need to hold in order for the transformation to work.
4.4 The Tool
The configurable proof term transformation helped us build a flexible proof repair and reuse tool.
However, it alone was not enough to build a tool that reaches real proof engineers. This section
describes a sample of the implementation challenges that we encountered and how we solved them.
Section 8 elaborates on the remaining challenges and our plans to address them in the future.
From CIC𝜔 to Coq. We must handle language differences to scale from CIC𝜔 to Coq. We use an
existing command called Preprocess [Ringer et al. 2019b] to turn pattern matching and fixpoints
into applications of eliminators. We handle non-primitive projections using Eta, and we handle
refolding of constants in constructors using DepConstr.
3https://github.com/CoqHott/univalent_parametricity/commit/7dc14e69942e6b3302fadaf5356f9a7e724b0f3c
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Termination & Intent. Another challenge with implementing the proof term transformation
is deciding whether to run a rule that matches at all. That is, when the correctness criteria for
a configuration hold and a subterm matches a rule, this suggests that Pumpkin Pi can run the
transformation rule, but it does not necessarily mean that it should. In some cases, repeatedly
running a matching transformation rule would result in nontermination. For example, if 𝐵 is a
refinement of 𝐴, then we can always run Eqivalence over and over again, forever. We thus
include some simple termination checks in our code (liftrules.ml).
Even when termination is guaranteed, whether to run a matching transformation rule depends on
intent. For example, our industrial proof engineer sometimes wished to port only some occurrences
of𝐴, especially when𝐴 was a tuple that could appear elsewhere with a different meaning. Pumpkin
Pi has some support for this using an interactive workflow.
Reaching Real Proof Engineers. Many of our design decisions in implementing Pumpkin Pi were
informed by our partnership with an industrial proof engineer (see Section 6.4). For example, we
found that the proof engineer rarely had the patience to wait more than ten seconds for Pumpkin
Pi to port a function or proof. In response, we implemented aggressive caching (with an option to
disable the cache), even caching intermediate subterms that we encounter in the course of running
our proof term transformation. We also added a cache to tell Pumpkin Pi not to 𝛿-reduce certain
terms. These caches are implemented in caching.ml.
The experiences of proof engineers also informed features that we exposed. For example, we
implemented special search procedures to generate custom eliminators (smartelim.ml) to make it
easier to reason about types refined by equalities like Σ(l : list T).length l = n by breaking
them into parts and reasoning separately about the projections. These features along with our
tactic decompiler helped with integration into proof engineering workflows.
5 DECOMPILING PROOF TERMS TO TACTICS
Transform produces a proof term, while the proof engineer typically writes and maintains proof
scripts made up of tactics. We improve usability thanks to the realization that, since Coq’s proof
term language Gallina is very structured, we can decompile these Gallina terms to suggested Ltac
proof scripts for the proof engineer to maintain.
Insight 3: The transformed proof terms can then be translated back to tactic scripts.
Decompile implements a prototype of this translation: it translates a proof term to a candidate
proof script that attempts to prove the same theorem the same way. Note that this problem is not
well defined: while there is always a proof script that works (applying the proof term with the
apply tactic), the result is often qualitatively unreadable. This is the baseline behavior to which the
decompiler defaults. The goal of the decompiler is to improve on that baseline as much as possible,
or else suggest a candidate proof script that is close enough to correct that the proof engineer can
step through it and manually massage it into something that works and is maintainable.
The output language for the implementation of Decompile is Ltac, the proof script language
for Coq. Ltac can be confusing to reason about, since Ltac tactics can refer to Gallina terms, and the
semantics of Ltac depends both on the semantics of Gallina and on the implementation of proof
search procedures written in OCaml. To give a sense of how the decompiler works without the
clutter of these proof search details, we start by defining a mini decompiler from CIC𝜔 to a simple
subset of Ltac containing just a few predefined tactics (Section 5.1). We then explain how we scale
that up to the actual implementation (Section 5.2), and where we plan to go from there.
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⟨v⟩ ∈ Vars, ⟨t⟩ ∈ CIC𝜔
⟨p⟩ ::= intro ⟨v⟩ | rewrite ⟨t⟩ ⟨t⟩ | symmetry | apply ⟨t⟩ |
induction ⟨t⟩ ⟨t⟩ { ⟨p⟩, . . . , ⟨p⟩ } | split { ⟨p⟩, ⟨p⟩ } | left | right | ⟨p⟩ . ⟨p⟩
Fig. 13. Qtac syntax.
Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇒ 𝑝
Intro
Γ, 𝑛 : 𝑇 ⊢ 𝑏 ⇒ 𝑝
Γ ⊢ 𝜆(𝑛 : 𝑇 ).𝑏 ⇒ intro 𝑛. 𝑝
Symmetry
Γ ⊢ 𝐻 ⇒ 𝑝
Γ ⊢ eq_sym 𝐻 ⇒ symmetry. 𝑝
Split
Γ ⊢ 𝑙 ⇒ 𝑝 Γ ⊢ 𝑟 ⇒ 𝑞
Γ ⊢ Constr(0, ∧) 𝑙𝑟 ⇒ split{𝑝, 𝑞}.
Left
Γ ⊢ 𝐻 ⇒ 𝑝
Γ ⊢ Constr(0, ∨) 𝐻 ⇒ left. 𝑝
Right
Γ ⊢ 𝐻 ⇒ 𝑝
Γ ⊢ Constr(1, ∨) 𝐻 ⇒ right. 𝑝
Rewrite
Γ ⊢ 𝐻1 : 𝑥 = 𝑦 Γ ⊢ 𝐻2 ⇒ 𝑝
Γ ⊢ Elim(𝐻1, 𝑃){𝑥, 𝐻2, 𝑦} ⇒ symmetry. rewrite 𝑃 𝐻1 . 𝑝
Induction
Γ ⊢ ®𝑓 ⇒ ®𝑝
Γ ⊢ Elim(𝑡, 𝑃) ®𝑓 ⇒ induction 𝑃 𝑡 ®𝑝
Apply
Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇒ 𝑝
Γ ⊢ 𝑓 𝑡 ⇒ apply 𝑓 . 𝑝
Base
Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇒ apply 𝑡
Fig. 14. Qtac decompiler semantics.
5.1 A Mini Decompiler
The mini decompiler takes CIC𝜔 terms and produces tactics in a mini version of Ltac which we call
Qtac. The syntax for Qtac is in Figure 13. Qtac includes hypothesis introduction (intro), rewriting
by equalities (rewrite), symmetry of equality (symmetry), application of a term to prove the goal
(apply), induction (induction), case splitting of conjunctions (split), constructors of disjunctions
(left and right), and composition (.). Unlike in Ltac, in Qtac, induction and rewrite always take
a motive explicitly, rather than relying on a unification engine. Similarly, apply applies only the
function without inferring any arguments, and leaves those arguments to proof obligations. The
implementation reasons about Ltac and so does not make these assumptions.
The semantics for the mini decompiler Γ ⊢ 𝑡 ⇒ 𝑝 are in Figure 14 (assuming =, eq_sym, ∧, and ∨
are defined as in Coq). As with the real decompiler, the mini decompiler defaults to the proof script
that applies the entire proof term with apply (Base). Otherwise, it improves on that behavior by
recursing over the proof term and constructing a proof script using a predefined set of tactics.
For themini decompiler, this is straightforward: Lambda terms become introduction of hypotheses
(Intro), since they introduce new bindings in the environment of the body. Applications of eq_sym
become symmetry of equality (Symmetry). Constructors of conjunction and disjunction map to the
respective tactics (Split, Left, and Right). Applications of equality eliminators compose symmetry
(to orient the rewrite direction with the goal) with rewrites (Rewrite), and all other applications
of eliminators become induction (Induction). The remaining applications become apply tactics
(Apply). In all cases, the decompiler recurses on the remaining body, breaking into cases when
relevant, until no other preconditions match. At that point the Base case holds, and we are done.
While the mini decompiler is very simple, only a few small changes are needed to move this
from CIC𝜔 to Coq. Furthermore, the result can already handle some of the example proofs Pumpkin
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fun (y0 : list A) =>
list_rect _ _
(fun a l IHl =>
eq_ind_r _
eq_refl
(app_nil_r (rev l) (a::[])))
eq_refl
y0
- intro y0.
induction y0 as [a l IHl|].
+ simpl. rewrite (app_nil_r (rev l) (a::[])).
reflexivity.
+ reflexivity.
Fig. 15. Proof term (left) and corresponding decompiled proof script (right) for the base case of rev_app_distr
from Section 2, with corresponding terms and tactics highlighted with the same color, and nothing else
highlighted for clarity.
Pi has produced. The generated proof term of rev_app_distr with swapped list constructors from
Section 2, for example, consists only of induction, rewriting, simplification, and reflexivity. Figure 15
shows the proof term for the base case of rev_app_distr alongside the decompiled tactic script that
Pumpkin Pi produces. This script is fairly low-level and close to the proof term, but it is already
something that the proof engineer can step through piece by piece to understand, modify, and
maintain. There are very few differences from the mini decompiler needed to produce this, for
example handling of rewrites in both directions (eq_ind_r as opposed to eq_ind), simplifying to
handle motive inference for rewrites, and turning applications of eq_refl into reflexivity.
In fact, since Pumpkin Pi uses an existing command to translate pattern matching and fixpoints
to eliminators, all of the proof terms that Pumpkin Pi produces will use induction and rewriting
instead. Because we have control over output terms, even a mini decompiler gets us pretty far.
5.2 Scaling Up to Ltac
The mini decompiler abstracts a lot of the details that make Ltac so useful to proof engineers—and
so painful to reason about automatically. This section discusses how we scale up from this mini
decompiler to a prototype Gallina to Ltac decompiler (decompiler.ml), and how we imagine the
decompiler continuing to evolve from there.
Second Pass. The mini decompiler reasons about tactics one subterm at a time, and produces
simple tactic scripts. To produce a more natural set of tactics, Decompile operates in two passes:
first it runs something similar to the mini decompiler, and then it modifies those tactics to produce
a more natural proof script. For example, the second pass cancels out sequences of intros and
revert tactics. The second pass can also take suggested tactics or parts of the old proof script
from the proof engineer as input—and there is ongoing work using this functionality to iteratively
replace tactics with custom tactics and decision procedures, checking the result as the second pass
recurses. When done, this will further improve usability, as custom tactics and decision procedures
are common in some proof engineering styles. Further improvements could come from preserving
comments and indentation.
Induction and Rewriting. The mini decompiler includes more predictable versions of rewrite and
induction than those found in Coq. Decompile includes additional logic to reason about these
tactics. For example, Qtac assumes that there is only one rewrite direction. Ltac has two rewrite
directions, and so the decompiler infers the right direction based on the motive used.
Qtac also assumes that both tactics take the inductive motive explicitly. In Coq, however, both
tactics infer the motive automatically. Consequentially, Coq will sometimes infer the wrong motive
without manipulation of goals and hypotheses, or will fail to infer a motive at all. This is especially
common for the rewrite tactic, which is purely syntactic. To handle induction, the decompiler
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strategically uses the revert tactic to manipulate the goal so that Coq can better infer the motive.
To handle rewrites, it uses the simpl tactic to refold the goal before rewriting. Neither of these
approaches are guaranteed to work, so the proof engineer may sometimes need to tweak the output
proof script appropriately. We have found that even if we pass Coq’s induction principle an explicit
motive, Coq still sometimes fails due to unrepresented assumptions. Long term, using another
tactic like change to manipulate hypotheses and goals before applying these tactics may help with
cases for which Coq cannot infer the correct motive.
Manipulating Hypotheses. Changing from Qtac to Ltac is not the only challenge in writing the
decompiler—we also scale from CIC𝜔 to Coq. This introduces let bindings, which are generated
by tactics like rewrite in, apply in, and pose. Decompile implements support for rewrite in and
apply in similarly to how it implements support for rewrite and apply, but with three differences:
(1) it ensures that the unmanipulated hypothesis does not occur in the body of the let expression,
(2) it swaps the direction of the rewrite, and
(3) it checks for generated subgoals and recurses into those subgoals.
In all other cases, the implementation uses the pose tactic, a catch-all for let bindings.
Pretty Printing. After decompiling proof terms, Decompile pretty prints the result to the proof
engineer. Like the mini decompiler, Decompile represents its output language using a predefined
grammar of Ltac tactics, albeit one that is larger than Qtac. It maintains the recursive proof structure
as it goes, then uses that structure to print proofs of subgoals using bullet points. It displays the
resulting proof script to the proof engineer, who can modify it as needed. For convenience, it
includes scripts that automate the process of printing all of these tactic proofs to a Coq file, in case
the proof engineer does not want such an interactive workflow. Pumpkin Pi keeps all output proof
terms from the proof term transformation in the Coq environment in case the decompiler does
not succeed. Once the proof engineer has this new proof, she can remove the old specifications,
functions, and proofs, using the repaired versions from then on.
6 CASE STUDIES: PUMPKIN PI FOURWAYS
This section explains four case studies for Pumpkin Pi, building from the simple to complex:
(1) We use Pumpkin Pi to support multiple variants of a repair benchmark from a user study of
Coq proof engineers (Section 6.1).
(2) We use Pumpkin Pi to update functions and proofs about lists to functions and proofs about
dependently typed vectors of a particular length (Section 6.2).
(3) We use Pumpkin Pi to port functions and proofs about unary numbers to functions and
proofs about binary numbers (Section 6.3).
(4) We report on the experiences of an industrial proof engineer who is using Pumpkin Pi
to integrate Coq with a company proof engineering workflow and write proofs about an
implementation of the TLS handshake protocol (Section 6.4).
For each case study, we explain the configuration used, walk through an example, and describe
lessons learned. In all, we found the following:
(1) Pumpkin Pi was flexible. Each search procedure for automatic configuration was simple to
write, and handled an entire class of equivalences corresponding to real use cases. Manual
configuration was possible but challenging for an interesting use case.
(2) Pumpkin Pi had good enough workflow integration to support real use cases. The tactic de-
compiler showed promising early results with clear paths to improvements. Some workflows
were unanticipated and informed design changes in Pumpkin Pi.
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Inductive Term : Set :=
| Var : Identifier → Term
| Int : Z → Term
| Eq : Term → Term → Term
| Plus : Term → Term → Term
| Times : Term → Term → Term
| Minus : Term → Term → Term
| Choose : Identifier → Term → Term.
Inductive Term : Set :=
| Var : Identifier → Term
| Eq : Term → Term → Term
| Int : Z → Term
| Plus : Term → Term → Term
| Times : Term → Term → Term
| Minus : Term → Term → Term
| Choose : Identifier → Term → Term.
Fig. 16. A simple language (left) and the same language with two swapped constructors (right).
6.1 Replica Benchmark Variants
The constructor swapping example from Section 2 was inspired by two benchmarks from the
Replica user study of proof engineers [Ringer et al. 2020]. An isolated change corresponding to
part of one of the benchmarks is shown in Figure 16. The proof engineer had a simple language
represented by an inductive type Term, as well as some definitions and proofs about the language.
The proof engineer swapped two constructors in the term language.
We used Pumpkin Pi to automatically configure the proof term transformation to swap these
constructors, then repair all of the functions and proofs. We also succeeded at more difficult variants
of this, like swapping constructors with the same type, renaming all of the constructors, permuting
more than two constructors, or permuting and renaming constructors at the same time. In all cases,
with a bit of human guidance, Pumpkin Pi repaired the functions and proofs.
6.1.1 Configuration. The automatic configuration this used handles permuting and renaming
constructors of inductive types. This is one of the simplest configurations. The only nontrivial part
is that DepConstr over the updated type permutes back the constructors, in our example:
dep_constr_0 (H : Z) : Term := Int H.
dep_constr_1 (H H0 : Term) : Term := Eq H H0.
so that they align with the original constructors. The eliminator similarly permutes cases:
dep_elim P f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 t : P t := Term_rect P f0 f2 f1 f3 f4 f5 f6 t.
where Term_rect is the eliminator over the old version of Term.
6.1.2 Example. We used Pumpkin Pi to automatically update the functions and proofs in Swap
.v from the Replica benchmark. This included functions about Term, as well as a large record
EpsilonLogic that encoded the semantics of the language, plus a proof about that record:
Theorem eval_eq_true_or_false : ∀ (L : EpsilonLogic) env (t1 t2 : Term),
L.eval env (Eq t1 t2) = L.vTrue ∨ L.eval env (Eq t1 t2) = L.vFalse.
Pumpkin Pi automatically updated all of these. For the inductive proof, it produced a new inductive
proof that used the induction principle with the swapped constructors. It also discovered all other
23 type-correct permutations of constructors, all available for selection to prove the appropriate
equivalence and use to update functions and proofs. It presented the desired transformation as the
first option in the list, so that all we had to do was pass the argument mapping 0 to Repair module
for it to handle this change. It was also able to handle the more advanced variants of this change.
6.1.3 Lessons. Implementing the search procedure was simple. The biggest challenge was imple-
menting an interactive interface to choose between mappings when there are multiple possible
mappings, or to allow the proof engineer to write a single custom mapping function and derive
the rest of the configuration from that. This was only a single snapshot of the benchmark, which
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included other changes like adding constructors to inductive types. One ongoing challenge is
defining and discovering useful configurations to support adding new constructors.
The isolated change was simple enough that Pumpkin Pi would not have been necessary for
updating the proofs for the initial change—keeping the tactics the same would have also worked.
As we saw in Sections 2 and 3, even for simple changes, this is not always true. More advanced
variants of this benchmark that involved also renaming constructors did necessitate Pumpkin Pi,
and Pumpkin Pi worked well for those. The entire Swap.v file, which includes swapping constructors
of every function in the listmodule and its dependencies, four variants of the Replica benchmark,
and testing a large and ambiguous permutation of a 30 constructor Enum, took Pumpkin Pi less than
90 seconds total. Each variant of the Replica benchmark took Pumpkin Pi less than 5 seconds.
6.2 Vectors from Lists
The proof term transformation in Pumpkin Pi is based on the proof term transformation from
Devoid, an earlier version of Pumpkin Pi.Devoid supported proof reuse across algebraic ornaments,
which describe relations between two inductive types, where one type is exactly the other type
indexed by a fold [McBride 2011]. The standard example of this is the relation between a list and a
length-indexed vector, like we saw in Figure 5 in Section 3.
With Pumpkin Pi, we were able to not only support algebraic ornaments as in Devoid, but also
automate effort that had previously been manual. Several proof engineers including the industrial
proof engineer, a Reddit user, and someone on the coq-clubmessage board contacted us expressing
interest in using this functionality.
6.2.1 Configuration. We used two automatic configurations to ease development with dependent
types using algebraic ornaments. The first instantiates the proof term transformation to the tran-
formation from Devoid: it ports functions and proofs from the input type to the ornamented type
at some index, like Σ(n : nat).vector T n. The second provides the missing link to get proofs at a
particular index, like vector T n; Devoid had left this to the proof engineer.
For lists and vectors, the search procedure for the first configuration used the equivalence:
list T ≃ Σ(n : nat).vector T n
The configuration it found for list was simple: identity for Eta, the list constructors for DepConstr,
the list eliminator for DepElim, and definitional Iota. For vector, it set Eta to 𝜂-expand Σ types:
eta (T : Type) (s : Σ(n : nat).vector T n) : Σ(n : nat).vector T n := ∃ (𝜋𝑙 s) (𝜋𝑟 s).
it set DepConstr to pack constructors:
dep_constr_0 (T : Type) : Σ(n : nat).vector T n :=
∃ 0 (Vector.nil A).
dep_constr_1 (T : Type) (t : T) (s : Σ(n : nat).vector T n) : Σ(n : nat).vector T n :=
∃ (S (𝜋𝑙 s)) (Vector.cons (𝜋𝑙 s) t (𝜋𝑟 s)).
it set DepElim to eliminate its projections:
dep_elim (T : Type) (P : Σ(n : nat).vector T n → Type) (pnil : P (dep_constr_0 T))
(pcons : ∀ t s, P (eta T s) → P (dep_constr_1 T t s)) (s : Σ(n : nat).vector T n)
: P (eta T s) :=
vector_rect T
(fun (n : nat) (v : vector T n) => P (∃ n v))
pnil
(fun (t : T) (n : nat) (v : vector T n) => pcons t (∃ n v))
(𝜋𝑙 s) (𝜋𝑟 s).
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and it used definitional Iota.
To get from lists to vectors at a particular length, we used one additional automatic configuration.
This configuration corresponds to the equivalence between sigma types at a particular projection
and the same type escaping the sigma type, in our example:
Σ(s : Σ(m : nat).vector T m).𝜋𝑙 s = n ≃ vector T n
By composition with the initial equivalence, this transports proofs across the equivalence we want:
Σ(l : list T).length l = n ≃ vector T n
since these equivalences are equal up to transport along the first equivalence.
The second configuration carries equality proofs over the indices. For example, it views vector
T n as implicitly representing Σ(v : vector T m).n = m for some m. This is seen in eta, here:
eta (T : Type) (n m : nat) (H : n = m) (v : vector T m) : vector T n :=
eq_rect m (vector T) v n H.
which is the identity function generalized over any equal index. Since there are no changes in
inductive types, DepElim and DepConstr are trivial, and Iota does not change.
6.2.2 Example. The expanded example from theDevoid paper is in Example.v. TheDevoid example
ported a list zip function, a zip_with function, and a proof zip_with_is_zip relating the two
functions from lists to vectors of some length. It then manually ported those proofs to proofs over
vectors at a particular length. The updated Pumpkin Pi example automates this last step.
To handle this, we used a custom eliminator Pumpkin Pi generated to combine the list functions
with length invariants, and to combine the list proofs with the proofs about those length invariants.
This gave us a proof of this lemma (with zip_with and zip operating over lists at given lengths):
Lemma zip_with_is_zip : ∀ A B n
(v1: Σ(l1: list A).length l1 = n) (v2: Σ(l2: list B).length l2 = n),
zip_with pair n v1 v2 = zip n v1 v2.
We then ran Repair module using the first configuration, which proved this lemma:
Lemma zip_with_is_zip : ∀ A B n
(v1:Σ(l1:Σ(m: nat).vector A m).𝜋𝑙 l1 = n) (v2:Σ(l2:Σ(m: nat).vector B m).𝜋𝑙 l2 = n),
zip_with pair v1 v2 = zip v1 v2.
with functions zip_with and zip updated as well. We composed this with Repair module on the
second configuration, which proved the final lemma:
Lemma zip_with_is_zip : ∀ A B n
(v1: vector A n) (v2: vector B n),
zip_with pair v1 v2 = zip v1 v2.
with functions zip_with and zip operating directly over vectors.
6.2.3 Lessons. Implementing the search procedure for the first configuration was straightforward.
Implementing the search procedure for the second configuration was less straightforward. It is still
an open challenge to define complete unification heuristics to port any arbitrary proof along the
second configuration in either direction, though this does not impact the case study.
The result was a simplified workflow from Devoid that automated steps that had previously
been manual. The tactic decompiler suggested tactics that helped us write tactic proofs ourselves
that had been prohibitively difficult for us to write by hand. However, the suggested tactics did
need massaging, as the decompiler struggled with motive inference for induction with dependent
types. Additional effort is needed to further improve tactic integration with dependent types.
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6.3 Unary and Binary Numbers
All of the case studies so far have dealt with pairs of types with the same inductive structure.
Some of the oldest problems in the transport literature deal with changing inductive structure. We
have realized a classic example [Magaud and Bertot 2000] of this with Pumpkin Pi using a manual
configuration: updating unary to binary natural numbers.
In Coq, a binary number N (see Section 4, Figure 9) is either zero or a positive binary number. A
positive binary number is either 1 (xH), or the result of shifting left and adding 1 (xI) or nothing (xO).
This allows for a fast addition function, found in the Coq standard library. In the style of Magaud
and Bertot [2000], we use Pumpkin Pi to derive a slow binary addition function that does not refer
to nat. From that, we port proofs over unary addition to binary addition, removing all references to
nat, and show that they hold over fast binary addition too.
6.3.1 Configuration. We configured this manually using the Configure command, which takes the
configuration as an argument. The result is in nonorn.v. The configuration for nat was straightfor-
ward. For N, we used functions from the Coq standard library that behaved like the nat constructors:
dep_constr_0 : N := 0%N.
dep_constr_1 : N → N := N.succ.
and an eliminator from the Coq standard library that behaves like the nat eliminator:
dep_elim P (pO : P dep_constr_0) (pS : ∀n, P n → P (dep_constr_1 n)) (n : N) : P n :=
N.peano_rect P pO pS n.
Iota was almost written for us. The standard library had a lemma that reduced the successor case:
N.peano_rect_succ :
∀ P pO pS n, N.peano_rect P pO pS (N.succ n) = pS n (N.peano_rect P pO pS n).
Iota over the successor case was a simple rewrite by this lemma:
Lemma iota_1 :
∀ P pO pS n (Q : P (dep_constr_1 n) → Type),
Q (pS n (dep_elim P pO pS n)) →
Q (dep_elim P pO pS (dep_constr_1 n)).
Proof.
intros. unfold dep_elim, dep_constr_1. rewrite N.peano_rect_succ. auto.
Defined.
The need for a nontrivial Iota comes from the fact that N has a different inductive structure from
nat, and is noted as far back as Magaud and Bertot [2000]. This corresponds to a broader pattern—it
captures the essence of the change in inductive structure. Pumpkin Pi’s configurable proof term
transformation captures that intuition.
6.3.2 Example. We ported unary addition from nat to N fully automatically:
Repair nat N in add as slow_add.
The result (tellingly named) has the same slow behavior as the add function over nat. However, it
no longer refers to nat in any way. Like Magaud and Bertot [2000], we found it easy to manually
prove that this has the same behavior as fast binary addition:
Lemma add_fast_add: ∀ (n m : Bin.nat), slow_add n m = N.add n m.
Proof.
induction n using N.peano_rect; intros m; auto. unfold slow_add.
rewrite N.peano_rect_succ. (* ← iota_1 *)
unfold slow_add in IHn. rewrite IHn. rewrite N.add_succ_l. reflexivity.
Qed.
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We then used Pumpkin Pi again to transform a proof:
add_n_Sm : ∀ (n m : nat), S (add n m) = add n (S m).
from add to slow_add:
slow_add_n_Sm : ∀ (n m : N), N.succ (slow_add n m) = slow_add n (N.succ m).
This was not quite as push-button. It involved a manual expansion step, turning implicit casts in the
inductive case into explicit applications of Iota over𝐴. These applications were formulaic, but tricky
to write. Once we had that, though, we could run the same Repair command to get slow_add_n_Sm.
Showing that the same theorem held over fast binary addition was then straightforward:
Lemma add_n_Sm : ∀ n m, Bin.succ (N.add n m) = N.add n (Bin.succ m).
Proof.
intros. repeat rewrite ← add_fast_add. apply slow_plus_n_Sm.
Qed.
6.3.3 Lessons. Iota was the key to supporting this case. It was enough to implement this transfor-
mation that had previously been its own tool just by writing a configuration with Iota.
The file took under a second for us to compile using Pumpkin Pi. We did not need tactic
suggestions for this workflow, but we did note that supporting custom eliminators like N.peano_rect
would be a simple way to improve the decompiler. The most difficult part was manually expanding
proofs about nat to apply Iota, as there is not yet a way to supply custom unification heuristics for
manual configuration. We discuss ideas for this in Sections 7 and 8.
6.4 Industrial Use
An industrial proof engineer at Galois has been using Pumpkin Pi in proving correct an implemen-
tation of the TLS handshake protocol. While this is ongoing work, thus far, Pumpkin Pi has helped
Galois integrate Coq with their existing verification workflow.
Before contact, Galois had been using a custom solver-aided verification language to prove
correct C programs. They had found that at times, those constraint solvers got stuck, and they
could not progress on proofs about those programs. They had built a compiler that translates their
solver-aided language into Coq’s specification language Gallina, that way their proof engineers
could finish stuck proofs interactively using Coq. However, they had found that the generated
Gallina programs and specifications were sometimes too difficult to work with.
A proof engineer at Galois has used Pumpkin Pi to work with those automatically generated
programs and specifications with the following workflow:
(1) use Pumpkin Pi to update the automatically generated functions and specifications into more
human-readable functions and specifications, then
(2) write Coq proofs about the more human-readable functions and specifications, then finally
(3) use Pumpkin Pi again to update those proofs about human-readable functions and specifica-
tions back to proofs about the original automatically generated functions and specifications.
This workflow has allowed for industrial integration with Coq and has helped the proof engineer
write functions and proofs that would have otherwise been difficult.
6.4.1 Configuration. Some example proofs that the proof engineer used Pumpkin Pi for can be
found in a branch of the proof engineer’s repository.4 The proof engineer used Pumpkin Pi to port
anonymous tuples produced by Galois’ compiler to named records, as in the example in Figure 17.
4https://github.com/Ptival/saw-core-coq/tree/dump-wip
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Handshake :=
seq 32 bool * seq 32 bool.
Connection :=
bool * (seq 2 bool *
(seq 8 bool * (Handshake *
(bool * (bool *
(seq 32 bool * (bool *
bool))))))).
Record Handshake := MkHandshake {
handshakeType : seq 32 bool; messageNumber : seq 32 bool
}.
Record Connection := MkConnection {
clientAuthFlag : bool; corked : seq 2 bool;
corkedIO : seq 8 bool; handshake : Handshake;
isCachingEnabled : bool; keyExchangeEPH : bool;
mode : seq 32 bool; resumeFromCache : bool;
serverCanSendOCSP : bool;
}.
Fig. 17. Two unnamed tuples (left) and corresponding named records (right).
We implemented a search procedure for the proof engineer to automatically configure the
proof term transformation to an equivalence between nested tuples and named records. The
search procedure triggered automatically when the proof engineer called the Repair command.
The configuration it found for the record type was straightforward: identity for Eta, the record
constructor for DepConstr, the record eliminator for DepElim, and definitional Iota. For the tuple, it
set Eta to expand and project, for example for Handshake:
eta (H : Handshake) : Handshake := (fst H, snd H).
it set DepConstr to apply the pair constructor:
dep_constr_0 (handshakeType : seq 32 bool) (messageNumber : seq 32 bool) :=
(handshakeType, messageNumber).
and it set DepElim to eliminate over the pair:
dep_elim P (f: ∀ h m, P (dep_constr_0 h m)) (H : Handshake) : P (eta H) :=
prod_rect
(fun (p : seq 32 bool * seq 32 bool) => P (eta p))
(fun (h : seq 32 bool) (m : seq 32 bool) => f h m)
H.
For Connection, it found similar Eta, DepConstr, and DepElim, except that Eta included all nine
projections, DepConstr recursively applied the pair constructor, and DepElim recursively eliminated
the pair. This induced an equivalence between the nested tuple and record, which Pumpkin Pi
generated and proved automatically.
6.4.2 Example. Using this configuration, the proof engineer automatically ported this compiler-
generated function:
cork (c : Connection) : Connection :=
(fst c, (bvAdd _ (fst (snd c)) (bvNat _ 1), snd (snd c))).
to the corresponding function over records:
cork (c : Record.Connection) : Record.Connection := {|
clientAuthFlag := clientAuthFlag c; corked := bvAdd _ (corked c) (bvNat _ 1);
corkedIO := corkedIO c; handshake := handshake c;
isCachingEnabled := isCachingEnabled c; keyExchangeEPH := keyExchangeEPH c;
mode := mode c; resumeFromCache := resumeFromCache c;
serverCanSendOCSP := serverCanSendOCSP c
|}.
The proof engineer then wrote proofs that record, for example:
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Lemma corkLemma :
∀ (c : Record.Connection), corked c = bvNat 2 0 → corked (cork c) = bvNat 2 1.
Proof.
intros []. simpl. intros H. subst. reflexivity.
Defined.
and then used Pumpkin Pi to automatically port these back to proofs about the original function:
Lemma corkLemma :
∀ (c : Connection), fst (snd c) = bvNat 2 0 → fst (snd (cork c)) = bvNat 2 1.
6.4.3 Lessons. So far, the proof engineer has used at least three automatic configurations. Two had
existed already, while the one for tuples and records was added in response to the proof engineer’s
needs. This search procedure was easy for us to implement. Flexibility could be further improved
by exposing an interface to allow proof engineers to write search procedures themselves.
The proof engineer was able to use Pumpkin Pi to integrate Coq into an existing proof engineering
workflow using solver-aided tools at Galois. The workflow for using Pumpkin Pi itself was a bit
nonstandard, and there was little need for tactic proofs about the compiler-generated functions
and specifications. In the initial days, we worked closely with the proof engineer; later, the proof
engineer worked independently and reached out occasionally by email or phone. Pumpkin Pi
was usable enough for this to work, but we found two challenges with workflow integration: the
proof engineer sometimes could not distinguish between user errors and bugs in our code, and
the proof engineer typically waited only about ten seconds at most for Pumpkin Pi to return.
Both observations informed improvements to Pumpkin Pi, like better error messages, caching of
transformed subterms, and the ability to tell Pumpkin Pi not to 𝛿-reduce certain terms.
7 RELATEDWORK
We discuss related work in proof repair, proof refactoring, proof reuse, and proof design. More can
be found in a recent survey of proof engineering [Ringer et al. 2019a].
Proof Repair. Pumpkin Patch [Ringer et al. 2018], like Pumpkin Pi, is also a proof repair tool for
Coq. The search procedures in Configure are based partly on ideas from Pumpkin Patch, which
includes similar search procedures for discovering patches to fix broken proofs. Unlike Pumpkin Pi,
Pumpkin Patch does not apply the patches that it finds, handle changes in structure, or include
support for tactics beyond the use of hints. Pumpkin Pi addresses these limitations.
Proof repair can be viewed as a form of program repair [Gazzola et al. 2018; Monperrus 2018]
specific to the domain of proof assistants. Proof assistants like Coq are a good fit for program repair:
A recent paper [Qi et al. 2015] recommends that program repair tools draw on extra information
such as specifications or example patches. In Coq, specifications and examples are rich and widely
available: specifications thanks to dependent types, and examples thanks to constructivism.
Proof Refactoring. Proof repair is closely related to proof refactoring [Whiteside 2013]. The proof
refactoring tool Levity [Bourke et al. 2012] for Isabelle/HOL has seen large-scale industrial use.
Levity focuses on moving lemmas, whereas Pumpkin Pi focuses on repairing proofs across type
equivalences. Chick [Robert 2018] and RefactorAgda [Wibergh 2019] are proof refactoring tools
that also support a few changes that can be viewed as repairs [Ringer et al. 2019a]. Unlike Pumpkin
Pi, these tools support primarily syntactic changes and do not have tactic support.
A few proof refactoring tools operate directly over tactics: POLAR [Dietrich et al. 2013] refactors
proof scripts in languages based on Isabelle/Isar [Wenzel 2007], CoqPIE [Roe and Smith 2016] is
an IDE with support for simple refactorings of Ltac scripts, and Tactician [Adams 2015] is a proof
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script refactoring tool that focuses on switching between tactics and tacticals. This approach is not
tractable for handling more complex changes; Robert [2018] discusses the challenges in detail.
Proof Reuse. A few proof reuse tools work by proof term transformation and so can be repurposed
for proof repair. Johnsen and Lüth [2004b] describes a proof term transformation that generalizes
theorems in Isabelle/HOL. Pumpkin Pi’s proof term transformation generalizes the proof term
transformation from Devoid [Ringer et al. 2019b], which transforms proofs along the specific class
of changes called algebraic ornaments [McBride 2011]. Magaud and Bertot [2000] implements a
proof term transformation for translating proofs between unary and binary natural numbers. The
latter two of these tools fit into configurations for Pumpkin Pi, and none implements tactic support
in Coq like Pumpkin Pi does. The expansion algorithm from Magaud and Bertot [2000] may further
improve Pumpkin Pi by automating some of the manual steps in expanding Iota.
The Pumpkin Pi proof term transformation implements transport across equivalences. Transport
is realizable as a function in univalent type theories [Univalent Foundations Program 2013]. The
univalent parametricity framework [Tabareau et al. 2018] realizes univalent transport for certain
types in a non-univalent type theory, only sometimes relying on additional axioms beyond the core
type theory of Coq. While powerful, neither of these approaches to transport remove references to
the old type, making them poorly suited for repair.
Recent work [Tabareau et al. 2019] extends univalent parametricity with a white-box transforma-
tion that may be well suited for proof repair. However, it relies on proof obligations from the proof
engineer beyond those imposed by Pumpkin Pi. In addition, it does not include search procedures
like Pumpkin Pi to discover new equivalences from types, and it does not include tactic script
generation like Pumpkin Pi. Finally, it does not implement any support for porting definitional
equalities to propositional equalities, instead relying on the original black-box functionality of the
univalent parametricity framework to handle those cases; the Iota rule addresses this problem in
Pumpkin Pi and is based on lessons learned from reading that article. The most fruitful progress
may come from integrating these tools together to take advantage of the benefits that both offer.
The univalent parametricity framework implements type-directed search, a feature that Pumpkin
Pi does not yet support. The framework achieves this using type classes [Sozeau and Oury 2008];
this does not always scale well [Tabareau et al. 2019]. Both Pumpkin Pi and univalent parametricity
could benefit from implementing type-directed search using e-graphs [Nelson 1980]. Of particular
interest are those developed for congruence in Cubical Agda [Gjørup and Spitters 2020], which prove
the theorem hcongr_ideal [Selsam and de Moura 2017] necessary to use e-graphs not derivable in
CIC𝜔 , and which should allow for efficient and elegant automatic transport.
Proof Design. Much of the proof engineering work focuses on designing proofs to be robust
to change, rather than fixing already broken proofs. This can take the form of design principles,
like using information hiding techniques [Klein et al. 2014; Woos et al. 2016] or any of the struc-
tures [Chrząszcz 2003; Saïbi 1999; Sozeau and Oury 2008] for encoding interfaces in Coq. Design and
repair are complementary: design requires foresight, whereas repair can be applied retroactively.
Repair can help with changes that occur outside of the proof engineer’s control, or with changes
that are difficult to protect against even with informed design.
Another approach to this is to use heavy proof automation, for example through program-specific
proof automation [Chlipala 2013] or general-purpose hammers [Blanchette et al. 2016; Czajka and
Kaliszyk 2018; Kaliszyk and Urban 2014; Paulson and Blanchette 2012]. The degree to which proof
engineers rely on automation varies, as seen in the data from the REPLica user study of Coq proof
engineers [Ringer et al. 2020]. Automation-heavy proof engineering styles localize the burden of
change to the automation itself, but can result in terms that are large and slow to type check, and
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tactics that can be difficult to debug. While these approaches are also complementary, more work
will be needed for Pumpkin Pi to better support proof developments in this style.
8 CONCLUSIONS & FUTUREWORK
We showed how to combine a configurable proof term transformation with a tactic decompiler to
build Pumpkin Pi, a proof repair and reuse tool that is flexible and useful for real proof engineering
scenarios. Pumpkin Pi has helped an industrial proof engineer integrate Coq with a company
workflow, and has supported benchmarks common in the proof engineering community.
Moving forward, our goal is to make proofs easier to repair and reuse regardless of proof
engineering expertise. We want to reach more proof engineers, and we want Pumpkin Pi to
integrate seamlessly with Coq. We conclude with a discussion of some challenges that remain.
Future Work. We encountered three challenges in scaling up the Pumpkin Pi transformation:
(1) Multiple Equivalences: Deciding when to run the transformation rules is left to the imple-
mentation. Pumpkin Pi automates the most basic case of this: changing every occurrence of
𝐴 to 𝐵. This can lead to confusing or undesired behavior, especially when there are multiple
matching equivalences for a subterm. The ideal would be a type-directed search procedure.
(2) Nontermination: Naively applying the transformation can result in nontermination when
the output type refers to the input type. Pumpkin Pi includes termination checks, but these
termination checks are ad-hoc and do not capture every potentially nonterminating use case.
(3) Custom Unification Heuristics: Pumpkin Pi with manual configuration is not always
smart enough to automatically unify subterms of proof terms with configuration terms. Proof
engineers would benefit from the ability to add custom unification heuristics to Pumpkin Pi.
We hope to solve all three of these challenges elegantly and efficiently using e-graphs [Nelson 1980],
a data structure that is used in the constraint solver and rewrite system communities for managing
equivalences. E-graphs are built specifically to deal with multiple equivalences, remove the burden
of ad-hoc reasoning about termination, and make it simple for anyone to extend a system with new
rewrite rules—even ones that can call out to external procedures [Nandi et al. 2020] like unification
heuristics implemented in OCaml. The one hurdle is to adapt them to use a univalent definition of
equality. In cubical type theory, this adaptation is simple [Gjørup and Spitters 2020]; we hope to
repurpose this insight.
Beyond that, we believe that the biggest gains will come from continuing to improve the prototype
decompiler. Two particularly helpful features would be support for common search procedures and
support for custom tactics—both in progress. Some improvements could come from better tactics
themselves—like better handling of explicitly passed motives in the induction tactic, or a more
structured tactic language. With that, we believe that the future of seamless and powerful proof
repair and reuse for all is within reach. We hope you will join us in bringing it to life.
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